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Abstract: This article describes a benchmark for evaluating adequacy of input devices for
bimanual direct interaction techniques typically found in VR/AR applications. The bench-
mark implements a puzzle-like scenario inspired from shape and color sorting games, in which
the user manipulates the position, rotation and scale of 3D spheres. The continuous inter-
actions are combined with multimodal state-change actions using either a button or speech
interface. A follow-up usability study utilizes the benchmark to evaluate the performance of
one professional and one consumer-grade tracking system for both state-changing interfaces.
The results reveal similar adequacy for both tracking systems under both multimodal con-
ditions.
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1 Introduction

Interacting with 3D objects is a mandatory requirement for all VR/AR applications. Some
objects represent functional application aspects: They are either virtual replicas of real world
objects of a given application domain (e.g. engine parts in a virtual construction scenario), or
they represent parts from the 3D user interface domain (e.g. 3D menus, buttons, or widgets).
The typical interaction procedure with these objects can be separated into distinct functional
steps:

I1 Selection of the target object(s).

I2 Selection of the target action(s).

I3 Specification of the required parameters for the action(s).

I4 Exit from the interaction.

A specific benefit of interactive systems is on-line modification. For VR/AR systems, I3
will be coupled into the interaction loop. Here, actions are performed dynamically and the



outcome of these actions are constantly reflected as a change of the system state. Such con-
tinuous 3D interactions [Lat05] enable users to gradually control and adjust parameters for
a wide variety of potential application scenarios based on various 3D interaction techniques,
e.g., the virtual hand (cf. [PIWB98]), Go-Go [PBWI96], World-in-Miniature [SCP95], or
HOMER [BH97]. For an elaborate overview of 3D interaction techniques see [BKLP05].

Interaction techniques like these rely on two input types: A tracking system to register
3D movements and an event source to register state-changing actions. The quality of the
employed tracking system and the event source is considerably influencing the overall usabil-
ity of such interaction techniques. Following the idea of [LWSL13], we therefore propose to
evaluate the adequacy of input devices for a specific interaction technique by benchmarking
usability. ISO’s definition of usability [ISO98], incorporating effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction, is adopted as a measure for adequacy. In contrast to the common definition
of a benchmark, as a fully automated test scenario, we consequently refer to the concept
of a usability benchmark. However, in order to guarantee correctness and comparability, a
formalized and standardized procedure is required.

In this article, we describe one benchmark and present the results of an associated eval-
uation as one step towards this long term goal. The presented benchmark is designed for
the evaluation of input device adequacy for bimanual direct [HHN85] object manipulation.
Its application is illustrated by the comparison of two tracking systems and of two event
sources, i.e. a handheld joystick and speech commands.

The rest of this article ist structured as follows: Section 2 describes previous work before
the presentation of the utilized benchmark in section 3. Section 4 then provides a detailed
description of the conducted evaluation. The results are depicted and discussed in section
5, followed by a conclusion and a perspective on feasible future work in section 6.

2 Related Work

Research has been done to compare different object selection and manipulation techniques
[BH97, PIWB98, MGG+06] or to evaluate specific styles, like bimanual interaction [BM86,
ZFS97]. Furthermore general testbeds provide guidance for the selection of an adequate
interaction technique for a specific task [PWBI97, BJH99]. However these approaches only
target the interaction technique, not the utilized input devices.

The negative impacts of latency and jitter of tracking systems on user performances,
satisfaction and discomfort are widely recognized [SSMM98, MAEH04, Ste08, LBBH10].
Reliable tracking of user movements in real-time appear thus as a core requirement of 3D
interaction techniques. Meanwhile, there exist nowadays a myriad of tracking solutions
offering various latency and accuracy performances, from high-priced professional-grade sys-
tems to low-cost consumer-grade hardware like the Microsoft Kinect. However, raw perfor-
mances are often insufficient to value the influence of a specific system on the user experience
[LWSL13, Ste08, PMK11]. In some cases these properties are not even available. The choice
of a tracking system for a particular set of 3D interaction techniques is thus problematic,



where guidance would be greatly beneficial.
The high-level rating of the adequacy of input devices has been conducted by utilizing

task- or game-based benchmarks to obtain objective measurements, like task completion
time or achieved precisions [BHB99, RPB05, MST11]. Other approaches take this idea one
step further by measuring the user’s experience. Conducted studies range from general VE
investigations targeting tracking device issues [SLH00, MAEH04] to evaluations on specific
interaction tasks, such as the comparison of different modalities (e.g. [KKHF07]) or the deter-
mination of adequacy of novel input devices (e.g. [HSK+05]). Overall, there exist numerous
usability evaluation methods, as summarized by [BGH02]. Yet, there exist no standardized
comparison or rating procedures for usability-based measurements of input device adequacy
for 3D interaction techniques. A recent continuative approach proposes the establishment
of a set of canonical usability benchmarks for a task-specific comparison of tracking systems
[LWSL13]. Two simple game-based benchmarks, focussing on tracking system quality for
head tracking and one-handed unimodal interaction, are presented. In line with the stated
need for additional benchmarks dedicated to other typical interaction techniques, we present
one benchmark for a multimodal and bimanual direct object manipulation.

3 Design of the Benchmark

The proposed benchmark is a puzzle-like skill game (see figure 1). Users have to create, select,
translate, rotate, scale, and finally place two-colored spheres (one color per half-sphere) into
matching holes punched inside a board with a similar color-coding (turquoise, yellow, purple,
orange). A correct match requires three conditions for each sphere: (1) Rotation to match
the color coding, (2) scaling to fit the holes diameter, and (3) translation into the center
of the matching hole (see figure 1). An ε-neighborhood is used during the condition checks
in order to deal with expected imprecisions (e.g., human hand shivering, tracker’s latency,
jitter, position noise, and float point approximation): Rotation ±15◦ (angle between spheres
orientation and exact goal orientation), scale ±0.02 and translation ±5 cm (point-to-point
distance). The ε-neighborhoods are the same for all experiments. A text notification informs
the user about properties satisfying the ε-neighborhood criteria. The creation and correct
placement of three spheres wins the game. The sequence of color codings and the board
are the same for each session. Altogether the benchmark depends on a 3DOF (degrees of
freedom) tracking system to track the position of the user’s two hands, an event source
triggered by the user, and one 6DOF tracking device to support stereo as well as motion
parallax necessary for a correct depth perception during the 3D interaction.

3.1 Interaction Use Cases

Two event sources provide necessary state changes. New spheres are spawned either by
pressing a button or by using a voice command (“create ball”). Object selection is indicated
by touching objects using two “virtual hands” (green spheres) as proxies of the user’s hands.



Figure 1: The puzzle-like skill game: A typical interaction (left), and a user wearing Ga-
metrak gloves, an ioTracker head target, a clip-on microphone and shutter glasses (right).

A second button or the voice-command (“take”) confirms the selection and starts the direct
manipulation. Incoming updates of the users hand position(s) are then continuously mapped
to the objects transformation, depending on the number of virtual hands touching it at
confirmation time: A one-handed touch initiates displacement relative to the respective
hand’s position. A two-handed touch initiates displacement relative to the virtual center
between the hands, scaling relative to the distance between the hands, and rotation relative
to the vector between the hands. The continuous interaction modes are exited using either a
third button or the voice-command (“release”). Note that this interaction description maps
the functional steps of typical 3D interactions I1−4. Because the purpose of the interaction
(direct manipulation) is predefined for this benchmark, I2 permits no choice but serves only
as a confirmation for an indicated selection (see figure 2).
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Figure 2: Specification of the two-handed direct manipulation interaction.



Table 1: Mapping to ISO’s usability definition.

Measurements

Usability
Effectivity Benchmarks winning conditions (implicit), TLX (performance)
Satisfaction TLX (frustration), QUESI
Efficiency TLX (other), task completion time

3.2 Measurements

The usability is measured by (1) NASA’s Task Load indeX (TLX) [HS88] questionnaire
and (2) the questionnaire for the subjective consequences of intuitive use (QUESI) [NH10]
(representing subjective measurements). Additionally, (3) the time users need to complete
the game is derived as an objective measurement. The (4) Simulation Sickness Questionnaire
(SSQ) [KLBL93] is conducted to cross check any perceptual drawbacks of the experimental
setup. Table 1 maps the conducted questionnaires and the derived measurements to ISO’s
usability criteria:
Efficiency is measured by the task completion time and the TLX questionnaire. The TLX
is designed to access subjective task workload. It measures the perceived mental, physical,
and temporal load while carrying out a specific task as well as the effort to accomplish it.
Satisfaction is measured by QUESI and the frustration level measurement of the TLX.
Effectivity, as the capability of achieving a desired result, is implicitly considered by the
winning conditions of the games. Effectivity, as a ratio between desired and achieved goal,
is only subjectively considered by TLX’s performance measurement.

4 Evaluation

The evaluation applies the proposed benchmark and derives four measurements for two
tracking systems: ioTracker’s IOTRACKER/8 and In2Games’s Gametrak [IN204]. Both
tracking systems were evaluated for two distinct multimodal conditions dedicated to the
execution of the discrete state changes:

C1 Button presses via Nintendo’s WiiMote.

C2 Speech input via Sennheiser’s EW 100 G3 clip-on microphone in combination with the
Sphinx-4 speech recognition tool [WLK+04].

The specific tracking systems were selected for the following reasons. Both use different
physical principles (optical vs mechanical). IOTRACKER/8 is a professional-grade tracking
system already assumed adequate for VE interactions. It is supposed to be sufficiently precise
and fast, and supposed to provide a reasonable low latency (see Table 2). The adequacy of
the consumer-grade Gametrak system, however, is unclear. The relevant properties are not



Table 2: Comparison of some technical properties: IOTRACKER/8 vs Gametrak.

IOTRACKER/8 Gametrak
Type optical mechanical

Refresh Rate ∼60Hz n/a
Latency 18–40ms n/a

Number of cameras 8 -

available for the Gametrak system, but it may provide an affordable input device for VR
applications, specifically for public installations without constant monitoring.

The main objective of our usability benchmark is to provide a comparison tool going
beyond low-level technical specification comparisons. Since specifications may not or may
only partly be available. They might be measured arbitrarily (using different measurement
methods or platforms) and their impact on the user experience is not explicit and straight
forward.

The two multimodal conditions were selected for the following reasons. First, button-
press interfaces are a central (additional) component of many VR/AR applications for
decades now. The input devices are mature and reliable, the associated interaction metaphors
are well-known. Hence, C1 provides a baseline condition reflecting the current state-of-
the-art. Second, speech (or speech/gesture) interfaces provide an alternative interaction
metaphor (cf. [Lat05]) potentially usable in several contexts, e.g, in hands-free scenarios, in
complex command scenarios historically provided by terminal access, or in scenarios estab-
lishing human-like interactions with artificial humanoid agents.

In any case, such multimodal scenarios rely on the robustness of the speech recognition
as a central component. Hence, in the context of the two tracking systems compared, C2

evaluates the open source Sphinx system as an alternative to a button interface, also match-
ing a low-cost approach as motivated by the Gametrak. In line with these selection criteria
and for bimanual direct manipulation tasks it is hypothesized that

H1 the Gametrak system is adequate for the proposed continuous interaction and

H2 voice commands via Sphinx are an adequate alternative to a simple button interface.

4.1 Procedure

The conducted user study included 31 participants (15 male, 16 female). For each participant
the experiment was divided into three phases: introduction, four skill game sessions and
completion of the post-SSQ. In the course of the first phase the participants were introduced,
general information (like gender, age, familiarity with VR systems) was collected, and the
participants answered the pre-SSQ. Thereafter the four benchmark conditions were tested
in random order to avoid order effects, such as the practice effect. Each session included the



hardware rigging (see figure 1), the execution of the skill game, and the completion of the
TLX and QUESI. The total duration for one participant was ∼1 h.

4.2 Setup

The benchmark was implemented using the VR/AR software framework Simulator X [LT11].
Execution of the benchmarks was performed by a host system consisting of an NVIDIA
Quadro K4000 graphics card, an Intel Xeon e3 1234V2 processor (3.4GHz), and 8GB DDR3
memory. Voice input was recorded by a Sennheiser EW 100 G3 microphone and processed
by the open-source speech recognition software SphinX-4. Button presses where captured by
a Nintendo WiiMote. The front projection was done in stereoscopic 3D with a BenQ LW 61
in combination with Optoma BG-ZF2100GLS active shutter glasses. The resulting working
space was located 2.5m in front of the projection screen, respectively 0.5m behind the table
where the projector was placed. Tracking data was communicated via the Virtual Reality
Peripheral Network (VRPN) for both tracking systems. Head-tracking required for motion
parallax was provided by IOTRACKER/8 in all four conditions.

5 Results

Figure 3(a) displays the mean times it took to complete the skill game. The two-way
repeated-measures ANOVA identifies no significant differences, neither in the main effect
of the tracking system (Wilks′ Lambda = .987, F1,30 = .388, and p > .05) nor in the main
effect of the event source (Wilks′ Lambda = .970, F1,30 = .924, and p > .05) nor in the
interaction effect (Wilks′ Lambda = .950, F1,30 = 1.570, and p > .05). This supports H1+2

in terms of efficiency.
Figure 3(b) displays the means for the QUESI. The two-way repeated-measures ANOVA

identifies no significant differences, neither in the main effect of the tracking system (Wilks′

Lambda = .974, F1,30 = .795, and p > .05) nor in the main effect of the event source
(Wilks′ Lambda = .993, F1,30 = .205, and p > .05) nor in the interaction effect (Wilks′

Lambda = .982, F1,30 = .562, and p > .05). This supports H1+2 in terms of satisfaction.
Figure 3(c) displays the means for the TLX. The two-way repeated-measures ANOVA

identifies no significant differences, neither in the main effect of the tracking system (Wilks′

Lambda = .989, F1,30 = .343, and p > .05) nor in the main effect of the event source
(Wilks′ Lambda = .937, F1,30 = 2.012, and p > .05) nor in the interaction effect (Wilks′

Lambda = .994, F1,30 = .191, and p > .05). This supports H1+2 in terms of satisfaction,
efficiency and effectiveness.

All findings strongly support H1 and H2: The comparison of the Gametrak system and
the IOTRACKER/8 system yields no significant difference in the subjective task workload,
the satisfaction during use, and the task completion time given the tested interactions (H1).
Same holds true for the comparison of the utilized event sources (H2).

The supplementary conducted SSQ does not reveal a negative impact of the 3D environ-



ment on all the participants. This crosschecks the obtained results with respect to potential
unwanted simulation issues and thus improves the overall validity.
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Figure 3: Mean (a) task completion times, (b) QUESI scores, and (c) TLX scores for each
of the four conditions (error bars indicate the respective confidence intervals).

5.1 Discussion

The results confirmed the adequacy of the Gametrak system and the equality of the event
sources for the given interactions. However, this holds true only for the exact benchmark
conditions. In order to get a more detailed comparison, capable of reflecting the assumable
superiority of the professional IOTRACKER/8 system, supplementary controlled variables
would be feasible (e.g. decreasing ε-neighborhoods to provoke errors).

The utilized speech interface is in fact simple, but already sufficient for various funda-
mental and universal interaction techniques. In accordance with the overall approach, the
speech recognition component is used as a black box. Relevant technical properties, like the
recognition rate, are not always available and normally require an auxiliary evaluation.

In addition to the benchmark’s results, we could make some interesting observations.
Speech commands seemed uncommon for many participants as opposed to the handheld
button device, frequently resulting in initial hesitant and low voice utterances. We consider
this to be caused by the familiarity of the well-known button interfaces and the unfamiliarity
of speech input, the negative effect diminished during the ongoing interaction. Furthermore,
the haptic feedback provided by a button-press was perceived beneficial compared to the
visual feedback of a correctly recognized speech-command. This has to be investigated to
find an appropriate feedback mechanism.

The Gametrak system is adequate for selection and manipulation tasks, however it is
limited in tracking space (∼3m3, no twisting of ropes). In contrast to the optical IO-



TRACKER/8 though, no fragile targets have to be worn and occlusion issues are not exis-
tent. In addition, a mechanical principle can provide haptic feedback.

Both tracking systems caused limitations for two-handed manipulations. IOTRACKER/8
had major identification problems for the two hand targets when users moved their hands
near to each other, bringing the infrared-reflecting spheres in close proximity (i.e. when try-
ing to rotate by 180◦ in one movement, resulting in hands crossed with the backs of the hands
facing each other). The Gametrak revealed similar limitations caused by the ropes attached
to the gloves the user wore. The ropes connected the gloves with the Gametrak’s chassis in
front of the user, restricting similar movements physically. As a result, most participants
divided big rotations into a sequence of several smaller steps. In fact, participants starting
with the Gametrak condition seemed to have a steeper learning curve in that regard.

Alternative questionnaires are feasible. For example the pragmatic property measured by
AttrakDiff 2 [HBK03] would cover some of ISO’s criteria. At the same time the hedonistic
property measured by AttrakDiff 2 would actually target the design aspects of a system as
a whole and, hence, might blur results targeting the usability of the input devices.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This article proposed a usability-oriented benchmark to evaluate input device adequacy for
multimodal two-handed direct object manipulation tasks. In contrast to selection strategies
based purely on technical specifications, this approach is immune to comparison problems
caused by unclear measurement conditions or missing values of devices’ raw performances
(such as latency, precision, or accuracy).

The benchmark has been applied to compare a consumer-grade tracking system (Game-
trak) to a professional-grade tracking system (IOTRACKER/8) and to compare two multi-
modal event interfaces (speech and button press).

It could be shown that the Gametrak system is adequate for the proposed continuous
interaction and that the compared modalities are equivalent for this kind of task. Both
findings are beneficial: The Gametrak system is an affordable, easy to setup input device
for VE applications. Speech-commands keep the users’ hands free (for other devices), they
allow an extended system control in scenarios where additional devices are undesirable, and
they are a basis for human-like speech/gesture interfaces.

Further benchmarks will evaluate additional multimodal interaction techniques, e.g., in-
corporating gesture recognition and complex speech combinations. In the long term, this
will hopefully lead to a set of formalized and standardized methods, that also provide rating
matrices and reference values, allowing easy task specific categorization and comparison of
input devices and techniques. Measuring the user experience in multimodal scenarios may
provide insight into a certain input technique and proof more appropriate than looking at
system specifications and performances. Following [LWSL13], we also believe that VR com-
munity will benefit from usability-based benchmarks, in order to compare current and future
input devices adequacy for 3D interaction techniques.
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